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Diver Harnesses were previously timeconsuming and complicated to dress.
Such was the difficulty ‘dressing in’ in
confined spaces such as bells and
donning the four required components
of diver’s recovery harness, tool
harness, bail-out bottle harness and
weight belt, that Divex was stimulated
into designing ‘one’ easy-to-dress
garment incorporating all of these
features.
Divex achieved this in one well designed
'waistcoat-style' harness. The basic detailed
design incorporated in the original Arvest is
unlike any other, especially inferior copies.
The strong base of the Arvest distributes the
load across the body.
The 'harness' arrangement will support a
fully kitted diver securely and with comfort.
The lower 'D' rings are well placed for tool
or umbilical fastenings. The strap tails are
neatly stored out of the way by the use of
velcro - no annoying loose strap ends.
The diver may be recovered in the event of
injury by attaching an appropriate recovery
tackle to either of the shoulder mounted 'D'
rings or via the 'D' ring located on the
left and right chest/shoulder straps.
The original Arvest is fitted with a lace-up
cylinder holder allowing fitment of cylinders
with diameters ranging from 4" to 9". The
sleeve-type holder also protects the cylinder
from damage.

Alternatively, a Kam-Pac quick-release
backpack is now available fitted to the
Arvest (please specify if required).
The British Royal Navy adopted the Arvest
as their standard harness as used by their
engineering divers. Worldwide police diving
teams and construction divers also choose
to don the Arvest, as it frees them from the
‘tangle’ of multiple harnesses and back packs,
increasing the safety and speed of response.
The through-crutch straps must not be
removed if the harness is to remain safe
and effective.
This Arvest is the original bell diver's
harness with four non-ditchable weight
pockets, each of the four holding up to 6lbs
of lead. Two versions of cylinder holder are
available and are relevant to both the MK4
and MK5 harnesses.
The harness has been tested and CE marked
to EN 250 and manufacturer’s specification
demonstrating a breaking strain in excess of
600kg.
Arvest Harness Mk4 with Lace-up Cylinder Holder
Order Code DE394
Arvest Harness Mk4 with Kam-Pac Backpack
Order Code DE394K
Arvest Harness Mk4 with Kam-Pac & 51/2
Twin Bands
Order Code DE394K2B
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